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ABSTRACT
Mutual learning and infrastructuring are two core concepts in Participatory Design (PD), but the relation between them has yet to be explored. In this article, we foreground learning in infrastructuring processes aimed at change in the public sector. Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) framework for first, second, and third level issues is applied as a fruitful way to stage and analyze learning in such processes. The argument is developed through the insights that arose from a 4-year-long infrastructuring process about future library practices. Framed as Co-Labs this process was organized by researchers and officers from the local regional office. This led to adjusted roles for both PD researchers and civil servants working with materials at the operational and strategic levels. The case shows how learning led to profound changes in the regional public sector in the form of less bureaucratic and more participatory experimental and learning-focused worldviews and practices.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, Participatory Design (PD) researchers have increasingly engaged in exploring and addressing complex societal challenges in collaboration with civil servants [22]. These engagements focus on various issues such as neighborhood development, social innovation initiatives, public service development, sustainable behavioral changes, and public innovation practices [i.e. 4, 18, 22, 22]. Moreover, rather than placing a strong focus on developing new (technical and IT) solutions (i.e., products or services), these explorations have mainly focused on how to introduce and appropriate participatory, experimental, and designerly practices [19, 23, 26]. In some engagements, infrastructuring has been applied as an approach for interweaving actors and resources [20, 24, 25, 37].

Engaging the public sector through PD highlights how organizational context and policy frames are central in supporting or hindering the diffusion of new practices [22, 23, 37]. Huybrects et al. [23] recognize how PD needs to move beyond the politics of practices by engaging with meta-cultural frames, institutional action frames, and policy frames. Likewise, Lenskjold et al. [28] argue for the need to combine local, situated experiences and insights with long-term collaborations involving people working at more strategic and decision-making levels in public organizations. These findings echo the concerns of public sector innovation studies that highlight the need for learning and knowledge production alongside design-oriented experimentation to support the emergence of more co-creative ways of working [i.e., 1].

A focus on learning—or what is often phrased “mutual learning”—has always been considered at the core of a PD approach [i.e. 13, 38]. Many publications and accounts of prior PDC proceedings mention mutual learning but often without further empirical or theoretical elaborations of the concept. However, a renewed interest has sprung up around this concept in PD. Bossen et al. [5] have fairly suggested a more systematic evaluation of mutual learning in PD processes, and we too support Robertson et al.’s [34] proposal to foreground mutual learning in the research design of PD processes. Furthermore, in Participatory Design for Learning, DiSalvo et al. [12] fairly critique that it is not enough for PD researchers to briefly reference Lave and Wenger [27]; they must also encourage a much deeper focus on understanding learning in PD and a focus on “the diverse and changing needs of learners (as opposed to sophisticated users)” [12 p. 4], or what they call a “learner-centered approach to design” [12 p. 3]. Overall, we align with these views; however, in this article, we do not relate to theories from learning sciences, as the book proposes, but rather turn to infrastructuring. It is interesting to note that Star and Ruhleder [39] stress the importance of learning for the creation and maintenance of infrastructures. However, within PD literature, the focus on learning in infrastructuring is not yet as prominent [6]. Therefore, we argue for foregrounding learning in infrastructuring processes. This is based on years of experience collaborating with civil servants, where we observed the importance of learning in changing worldviews and practices in the public sector. Finally, we ask many questions in our research, but this article aims to explore particular questions such as, How does learning intertwine in infrastructuring processes aimed at changes in practice? How to design and stage infrastructuring processes aimed at learning for change? And How to identify changes in practice?
(MUTUAL) LEARNING AND INFRASTRUCTURING IN PD

In this section, we outline our understandings of the PD concepts of (mutual) learning and infrastructuring.

Mutual learning in PD

‘Mutual learning’ has always been considered a core concept of the PD approach. Mutual learning as a phrase or concept is also used in other research fields [1.e. 29, 31], but here, we focus on core descriptions within PD literature.

The concept of mutual learning—or what in Swedish was initially called ‘gemensamt lärande’—developed in early Scandinavian PD projects like UTOPIA (1981–84). The intention was to capture the respectful relationship and collaborative work between the involved researchers/designers (of information systems) and workers/users (i.e. typographers) [13]. Mutual learning is mentioned in the classic PD book, Design at Work [17], which reflects on the UTOPIA project. When presenting the core of a participatory or cooperative design approach, and in line with Bjerknes et al. [3], the editors emphasize the idea of “mutual learning between users and designers about their respective fields” [1, p. 5]. Further, the book argues that PD entails situated design by doing, experience-based cooperative action, attention toward democratic issues and the equalization of power relations, respecting mutual competences in opposition to ‘expert rules’ and so on. [17].

In the more recent publication, Routledge International Handbook of Participatory Design [38], Simonsen and Robertson repeat and further recognize mutual learning as a core aspect of PD processes. They describe PD as “social interaction as users and designers learn together to create, develop, express and evaluate their ideas and visions. Shared experimentation and reflection are essential parts of the design process” [38, p. 8]. Additionally, mutual learning is in the book’s list of five guiding principles of a PD approach (along with equalizing power relations, democratic practices, situation-based actions, and tools and techniques). Here, it is described as “Mutual learning—encouraging and enhancing the understanding of different actors by finding common ground and ways of working. (…)” [38, p. 33]. In other words, “The mutual learning process typically includes ideas and visions for change as they evolve through a design project” [38, p. 6]. And lastly, they stress that “commitment to mutual learning and guidance on how to set up mutual learning processes are conditions that distinguish Participatory Design. (…)” [38, p. 6, p. 132].

In the book, Participatory Design for Learning, one of the fathers of the Scandinavian PD approach, Pelle Ehn [14], reflects on how different theories (some explicitly on learning) influenced his trajectory as a member of the PD community for almost fifty years. He emphasizes that, throughout all his PD engagements (e.g., the UTOPIA project), “collaborative learning has been a central theme” [14, p. 8]. Additionally, he mentions concepts and ideas that have influenced him and other PD researchers in their understanding of learning, for example, Wittgenstein’s idea of tacit knowledge and language games [13]; Winograd and Flores’ views on skills and computer artifacts as tools [44]; Suchman’s distinction between ‘plans and situated actions’ [41]; and the work on organizational learning and ‘communities-of-practice’ by Lave and Wenger [27]. Finally, Ehn emphasizes Dewey’s pragmatist arguments for learning-by-doing [10, 11], particularly Schön’s understanding of reflective (design) practice understood as situated reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action [36]. All these references have broadly informed the basic core views of learning in PD.

To summarize, in PD, the concept of mutual learning is framed as a matter of establishing a respectful relationship between designers/researchers and users, including learning about each other’s fields or domains. However, as Bossen et al. note [5], this understanding of mutual learning does not provide a sufficient framework for the analysis of the different kinds of learning in PD processes. This article contributes by advancing the understanding of learning in PD processes, with a focus on infrastructuring.

Infrastructuring and learning on multiple levels in PD (in the public sector)

As summarized by Karasti [24], the concept of infrastructuring has been richly elaborated in PD over the last decade. The concept builds upon Star and Ruhleder’s work on infrastructure, which focuses on the development and (lack of) implementation of large-scale technical systems [39]. They found that infrastructures are entangled and embedded in socio-material structures, where artifacts are typically taken for granted. Moreover, they found that infrastructures and practices are largely learned by being a member of a community of practice [27]. This implies that an outsider of that community encounters the infrastructure as something to learn about, and she needs to become a member of the community to fully understand the conventions and work cycles of the practice in which it is entangled [39]. Later, Karasti and Syrjane argue for a more process-oriented, ongoing and long-term perspective on the creation of infrastructures and reframed it as infrastructuring [24, 25]. Further, the notion of infrastructuring has been proposed as a co-designerly approach that entails an open-ended and long-term process of aligning diverse actors and perspectives for the emergence of new practices. Infrastructuring is characterized by a flexible allotment of resources to respond to emerging opportunities and by distributed agency between the designer/researcher, participants, and resources [4].

As mentioned, PD efforts for infrastructuring participatory practices in the public sector revealed that issues and breakdowns in organizational context and policy might emerge, which resonates well with the framework proposed by Star and Ruhleder [39]. With inspiration from communication theorist Gregory Bateson [2], Star and Ruhleder [39] describe three levels of communication issues that might lead to infrastructural challenges. They view these levels as intertwined and also stress how these levels of communication are essentially levels of learning.

The First Level is about facts and practical issues, and from a learning perspective, entails what has been described “as
learning something”. It encompasses concrete aspects which often can be handled by increasing resources and finding concrete solutions. First level issues emerge when work patterns and resource constraints shift, often as a consequence of changes on the second and third levels. The Second Level is about context and cultural aspects, and from a learning perspective, entails “learning about learning something.” It “broadens the context of choice” for understanding first level issues, where second level issues can emerge from the interaction between two or more first order issues, including issues such as who owns a problem, barriers for implementation and so on, which can often be solved with increased coordination and cooperation. The Third Level is about values and worldviews, and from a learning perspective, entails “learning about theories and paradigms of learning.” Issues on this level are highly political, as they raise broader questions and can consist of disputes between worldviews. Within a community, third order issues may not be immediately recognized because worldviews are often taken for granted. Solutions to these issues (if solvable) go beyond the local realm, requiring the involvement of the wider community. They may include new requirements, new criteria for evaluation, and new reward structures, among others. [39].

This framework highlights the importance of learning within infrastructuring. In the current body of PD literature on infrastructuring, learning is recognized, but not much has been elaborated [6]. Star and Ruhleder claim that “what are missing are institutional mechanisms (…) to understand and address second and third level issues, especially as they unfold over time” [39, p. 130]. We claim that such approaches and formats can be useful to address challenges related to organizational context and policies that emerge when infrastructuring toward participatory practices in the public sector [22, 23, 28, 37].

In the following case, we provide insights on how to set up processes to support learning about these three levels of issues and how a focus on learning can lead to change in worldviews and practices in the public sector.

**METHODOLOGICAL STAND AND CASE INTRODUCTION**

In line with the aforementioned descriptions, we apply an infrastructuring approach to our work [20, 24, 37] which, since 2014, has increasingly focused on foregrounding learning [6, 12, 27, 36, 38, 39]. It is based on core PD values, including the aims of mutual learning and equalizing power relations, while simultaneously recognizing our own stand [38] of pushing for participatory, experimental, design-oriented and self-critical approaches to foster changes across operational, strategic and policy-making levels. In line with Storni’s suggestion that design (researchers) should act as an “agnostic Prometheus” [40], we have increasingly adjusted our role from initiating and driving local experimental development processes to supporting collaborators in driving these themselves instead.

To help our partners understand how these infrastructuring and learning processes differ from practical development processes, we framed them in a particular format—the Co-Lab [21]. This format is based on the aforementioned PD values and is inspired by classic academic study circles and Schön’s idea of reflection-on-action [36]. A co-lab process typically lasts 3–7 months and is usually composed of 5–7 half-day monthly events [7, 15] lasting between 3–6 hours. The events are initially staged by PD researchers in collaboration with members of the community in focus but are later increasingly organized by the latter. These processes can sometimes entail “homework” or experiments for the participants to do between events to share at the events. As PD researchers, we bring in different theoretical perspectives, questions, and ways of collaborating. So far, seven co-lab processes have been carried out (e.g., about urban living labs, elderly care, and the circular economy) [21]. Not all may be deemed successful in terms of learning leading to clear changes in practice—because sometimes managers with a mandate to change did not (want to) take part or give others such a mandate. In this article, we focus on a 4-year co-lab process around the future of libraries—a case where concrete changes at all levels are traceable.

In 2014, we were contacted by officers from the library team at the Culture Department of Region Skåne because, in their work with regional library development, they identified an interest in user-centered methods and approaches. At the time, the regional library team had a “strategic” practice that was mainly focused on serving library managers who managed funding procedures for development projects, and established competence development and training courses for librarians in the region.

On such premises, an infrastructuring process was initiated in the form of two related Co-Labs (Figure 1). The process involved people from the local and regional (library) communities of practice who work on both operational and strategic policy-making levels. The process supported learning among the participants and eventually led to changes in practice in terms of practical issues (Level 1), contexts and cultural aspects (Level 2) and worldviews (Level 3).

In the process, the following data was collected and used for the storytelling and analysis of the case: 1) materials from co-lab sessions (e.g., co-produced visuals and annotations on whiteboards and paper, personal notes, session agendas, images, video recordings of summarizing discussions and prior and post email correspondence); 2) written reports and web-posts by a journalist partially following Co-Lab I, including interview quotations by some of the participants; 3) sound recordings of semi-structured interviews with involved regional officers conducted by us, the involved researchers, during Co-Lab I in September 2015 and after Co-Lab II in January 2019 (see the black squares in Figure 1); and 4) various internal and external national and regional library steering documents and publicly accessible website descriptions and visuals by the library team at the Cultural Department at Region Skåne.
In our analysis, the data was interrelated, and the aforementioned three-level learning framework was used as the main analytic lens. Here emphasis was placed on the second- and third-order issues in particular. As a way to assess learning for change, the focus was on discovering new worldviews and practices through tracing changes in vocabulary in policy documents and templates as well as noting any changes in the activities and roles of civil servants (mainly the regional library officers).

**CASE CONTEXT: SWEDISH FUTURE LIBRARY PRACTICES**

Other PD researchers have also engaged with the long-term development of public libraries practices [i.e., 30, 43]. However, we do not focus on this specific domain in this article, but rather the case is intended to serve as an example of how the foregrounding of learning can be staged in infrastructuring processes and how such a learning process may lead to changes in the public sector.

Nevertheless, it is important to contextualize the case by providing some background about public libraries in Sweden. The national Swedish library law [42] stipulates that there should be local public libraries in all the municipalities, in all larger cities, and in many smaller towns. They are adjusted to the local conditions, but the Swedish library law sets the overall goal for libraries, namely, that they should support democratization and equal access to knowledge for all citizens. The law also states that all municipalities should provide and be responsible for the local public libraries and that all regional offices are responsible for supporting the development of and foster collaboration between local libraries. In addition, both the regions and local municipalities are obliged to develop policy documents that guide library activities and development, which often is done within the regional cultural departments [32, 33]. Finally, each library in Sweden is financed by the local municipality and led by one or more local managers. The employed staff are mostly educated as librarians, but those from other professions are increasingly being employed. In terms of space, some libraries have their own facilities, while others, for example, are merged with citizens’ service desks or cultural houses.

**CO-LAB I: FOCUS ON LOCAL LIBRARIES’ PRACTICES**

The Co-Lab 1 process (Jan.–Nov. 2015) was set up by two officers from the regional library team (one was the team leader) and us, three PD researchers from Malmö University. The other participants were eleven librarians from five different libraries within Region Skåne, who all had applied to take part in the process through an open call. As a part of their applications, the librarians were asked to join in pairs and specify a concern that they would like to explore during the process at their local library. Their managers also participated during Session 5 (see Figure 2).

The aim was three-fold: to introduce and get hands-on experience with some user-centered and co-designerly theories and ways of working to explore new relations between libraries and local communities/citizens; to share experiences between libraries and the regional office; and to learn together about the role of libraries and librarians in today’s Swedish society.

The process included six half-day sessions touring between our different workplaces. The sessions were organized by us, the PD researchers, in a continuous dialogue with the two involved regional officers. Additionally, the process included some readings and some experimental, design-oriented “homework” for the involved librarians to do in between the sessions (see details in Figures 1 and 2).

As shown in Figure 2, a variety of design-based formats of staging for participation and dialogue were used in the sessions [i.e., 15, 17, 21, 38]. One of the shared process concepts that particularly stuck with many of the librarians was the fuzzy front-end squiggle process-model because they felt it gave them the freedom to experiment and reflect in new ways [35].

During the sessions, the two involved regional officers mostly listened and took part in the discussions that arose. However, while the co-lab process was running, they were, in parallel, highly involved in writing a new Regional Culture Plan for Skåne 2016–19(+20) [32]—a strategic steering document in which plans for library development was one area. They explained on several occasions how insights from the Co-Lab were intertwined in this work, for
example, by integrating words such as ‘experimental’ in the document. During a later interview, the head of the regional library team expressed that, by following the process, she learned to work more iteratively and be more flexible and sensitive about opportunities that emerged along the way. She also found the mutual learning across libraries and the opportunity to reflect on basic values and their role in society to be crucial.

The librarians and regional library officers increasingly gained an understanding of our co-designerly worldviews and practices. This included ways and theories of understanding situated participation and learning as well as more flexible, iterative and experimental and (self)critical processes of development. Likewise, as expressed in interviews with some of the Co-Lab I participants, valuable mutual learning also happened between the librarians from the five different libraries (and partially between the managers) as well as between the librarians and the regional officers (by simply meeting and talking to one another on a monthly basis, which otherwise was not encouraged by official structures). So, in classic PD terms, we surely learned about each other’s fields.

Yet, in aiming to further articulate what kind of learning actually happened, we could observe learning about concrete practices across libraries (i.e., how they did things differently) but also about the contexts they and we as researchers were operating within. We could thus see the emergence of first and second level issues, for example, when one of the libraries suddenly was requested by management to lend out tools (hammers, screwdrivers, etc.). The participating librarians expressed frustration that the management did not understand the local cultural context, interests within their profession, their competences and limited skills in handling that kind of equipment.

Issues like this led to even more profound level three questions, such as What is a library? This influenced views on second level issues, as several librarians expressed frustration because libraries are nationally evaluated in relations to how many books people borrow and how many visitors they get. To cope with this practically, they worked with solutions to increase the number of visitors, for example, through late open hours with self-service systems. However, these visitors/citizens have often failed to get support from other established public institutions. As reflected during Co-Lab I, the core value of Swedish libraries is rather to meet the needs of citizens in terms of lifelong learning and empowerment. Regarding how to understand processes of change to enhance these core values, one of the librarians commented that she had learned that “everything doesn’t need to be planned. It’s okay to test and work step by step.” Another librarian stressed that development work can be done through much more co-designerly and open-ended approaches without specifying goals and methods in advance. The manager responsible for the regional library team expressed that the Co-Lab helped her “to reflect on how libraries produce value”. As described, learning happened on different levels, which became the basis for the coming changes in library practices.

CO-LAB II: FOCUS ON REGIONAL OFFICERS’ PRACTICES

The Co-Lab II process (May 2016–Jan. 2017) was established because “we needed to develop our funding procedures and change our strategic work. It seemed natural to continue the collaboration (…) since they knew our operation” (retrospective quotation by the regional officer who took part in both Co-Labs).

Levels of learning during Co-Lab I

Initially, according to a mutual learning perspective, we gained an understanding of and learned about some of the core activities and core structures as well as core documents composing much of the practices of the local librarians and the regional officers (for example, through stories of everyday experiences and local experiments, etc.). Likewise, through the ways we organized the co-lab sessions and spoke about our co-designerly perspectives,
The process involved us, two of the same PD researchers, the officer quoted above, and her team of 4–5 culture/library development colleagues at Region Skåne. Again, the process was structured as monthly half-day sessions roughly organized by us and conducted either in meeting spaces in the region’s office building or on the university premises.

Co-Lab II was kick-started at Session 1 in a meeting room at the regional office. Collaboratively, we mapped the ‘yearly wheel’ of the current core activities of the regional officers. Next, they marked with yellow sticky dots the activities they found most oriented toward future development. During this first session, the co-lab process was decided to have a focus on the “regional role in relation to development work.” This corresponds with the remark at the left of the whiteboard in Figure 3, which reads, “Strategically we should get more operational again.”

As the officers were all quite busy, it was also decided that the co-lab process should tap into and be directly valuable to something they had to do anyway. To get ‘operational’ from the start meant choosing one of the activities that the regional officers spend a lot of time on and found important in relation to library development. Identified from mapping the yearly wheel, as a starting point, they decided that the Co-Lab II focus should be the yearly process of funding, evaluating and supporting ‘development projects’ at the local libraries (highlighted with a black square in Figure 3).

This work around ‘development projects’ included certain tasks: making the strategic thematic call for applications in relation to various regional visions, judging applications, supporting the accepted projects, checking budgets and documentations, among others. It was revealed that the judgment involved looking for specific characteristics: the quality and clarity of the content and underlying principles of equal access and distribution across the region as well as documentation plans to ensure that public tax-money was correctly used. However, according to the many local library managers, those in the regional offices found the current required procedure of documenting the projects dull, bureaucratic, difficult, and of little relevance to the local libraries. It actually kept some libraries from even applying for the funding. This prompted the regional officers to reflect on what they could do differently.

Therefore, to open Session 2, the regional officers were initially asked to reflect on what they associated with the phase “development.” Thereafter, and with this in mind, one of the researchers placed the most recent application call and the template for development projects on the whiteboard.

Initially, the regional officers found it odd, but they soon engaged in opening up the interpretations of this document, as shown in Figure 4. This questioning was partially driven by design-oriented perspectives introduced by the researcher concerning where there actually was ‘openness for surprises and experimental ways of working’ and whether or not there were ‘structures and formats for mutual learning’. The officer who was mainly in charge of the application processes wanted to use the material from the session to immediately update the template for next year’s call. In the session, another question was raised: Is something wrong with our role? The procedures of judging applications, documentation and the evaluation of projects were seen by the officers as the most dissatisfying part of their work because it meant that had to act as bureaucratic administrators, given that the libraries rarely followed their guidelines. Additionally, they stated that current procedures created distance with the operational work at the local libraries, which, years ago, they used to be much more involved with. This led to reflections over basic unquestioned assumptions regarding what their strategic work might mean.

During Session 3, first the new regional manager briefly participated to show her support and remind the others of her vision to focus on knowledge development and share insights. Next, possible future experiments by the regional officers were mapped with red dots (i.e., the current procedures for documentation were selected to further unfold) (Figure 5).

We used a simple service design framework highlighting a focus on both before/during/after (written within the black rectangle in Figure 5). While sketching this, the regional officers realized how the current use of project documentation was only for them, and after their acceptance—as bureaucrats—the insights in the documentation were not further used. This led to the emergence of two ideas for new possible future procedures (see lower part of Figure 5, right image): The first was to introduce professionally produced films as part of the documentation to support learning and knowledge sharing. The second was to organize a “party” where the insights...
through the three partially new practices and procedures. The plan specifies that this should be largely realized by collaborative, organizational development, and quality (Figure 6).

A practical plan was also outlined for testing the film format with three of the ongoing projects given that the officers could reallocate a budget post and already had procurement deals with professional filmmakers. The Co-Lab II process continued. We, the PD researchers, continually encouraged the officers to open up and take responsibility for making their own experiments aimed at challenging and reflecting on their current and possible future regional practices, which set the frames for library development in the region. They increasingly did, for example, one of the regional officers largely ran Session 4 (Oct. 2016) because she wanted the rest of us to engage in developing an idea she had—to redirect a chunk of money previously allocated for “media development” into new funding called “experimental track”. Partially inspired by similar ideas of a “bag of money” within the regional Culture Department, this should include smaller budgets, simpler applications, running deadlines and various formats of possible documentation. This eventually became one of three core ways of working with (the funding of) library development, as shown in Figure 6.

Towards changes in policies and practices

Co-Lab II came to an end in early 2017. Nevertheless, we kept in contact with the regional officers to follow how the new ideas and visions that emerged during Co-Lab II became integrated or implemented into new practices (see the right side of Figure 1).

During their quarterly event with library managers and others in their community (in 2017), the team of regional officers launched their new application calls and procedures as described in the new Regional Library Plan 2017–20 [33]. In parallel with Co-Lab II, the plan had been created by the regional officers who were increasingly in close dialogue with the local library managers in the region. The officers explained that the managers received it very positively. This steering policy document, among others, included a visual ‘model’ which presented a new view on how to support library development work (Figure 6).

As shown, building on the national Swedish library law [42], core aims in the model are “To promote collaboration, organizational development and quality.” The plan specifies that this should be largely realized through the three partially new practices and procedures for the library team within Region Skåne: ‘Experiment track’, ‘Project funding for library development’ and ‘Knowledge sharing’ (see red circles in Figure 6). The ‘Experiment track’ emerged as a promising idea for libraries during Co-Lab II and was something novel for the library team at Region Skåne. The central emphasis on promoting ‘collaboration’ and ‘knowledge sharing’ was also practically a change in focus. ‘Mutual learning’ is also described and emphasized on a later page as a core part of the new regional development strategy.

![Figure 5. Mapping of possible regional experiments (lower left) and detailing of current and possible future documentation and learning structures around projects (Session 3, August 2016).](image55x288)

![Figure 6. The Regional Library Plan 2017–20. The ‘model’ (on p. 17 of the plan) shows the new regional worldview on how they would focus and work. It steers their new core practice (content translated into English by the authors).](image309x543)

In March 2018, one of us joined the first knowledge sharing “party”, or “Development Day” [8]. The regional organizers explicitly framed the day and further process as an opportunity for learning between libraries, and libraries and the more strategic (regional) policy levels.

![Figure 7. Participants at the first “Development Day” around (future) library practices (March 2018). Copyright 2018 by Region Skåne. Photographer: Nils Bergendahl. Reprinted with permission.](image310x427)
reported that the event was highly appreciated [8, 9]. It was decided that the event would be annual, with the next events happening in March 2019 and 2020.

**Levels of learning during/after Co-Lab II**

In February 2019, we met for an informal follow-up interview to reflect on our collaborative process and the organizational changes that emerged afterwards at the regional office and in the broader library community. A series of comments are included in the following to show the learning and levels of reflection among the regional officers.

To refresh, Co-Lab II started with the self-critical (third level worldview) insight among the regional officers, namely, that their current, mostly strategic role had increased the gap between them and those involved at operational levels (at local libraries)—and that they “strategically, should get more operational again.” Yet, in the regional context, such an insight would not necessarily result in changes in practice, as one of the regional officers described the value of the co-lab process: “In a sense, it (the process) was more for real than if we had done it through department meetings because then you know that it will not settle. We have always questioned our bureaucratic processes, but here, we suddenly got a frame and legitimacy for doing something about it. (...) Here, we created a whole new ‘frame’ together (...). Well, okay, if we assume that it does not exist, how do we do then? (...) The frame was challenging, but (...) not so big that we, through this, we cannot change. It was just right, so we got some kind of empowerment and thought that it actually was possible to change. I think that was very valuable.”

Another officer supplemented this view: “There was both safety and freedom in the frame, and you also pushed us a bit (...) in relation to our own processes in our organization. With your mindset and since you did not know all our rules, you could ask other kind of questions—that made us think, ‘Here, we can slip through’ (...). Without getting too big, it just happened quite easy. (...) then I thought, ‘Oh, now we think like this.’”

The first officer responded, “We did not use the rhetoric we have at the department. We looked at it with new glasses, and with new words also.”

During the follow-up interview and to clearer understand what we, the researchers, had done to support a push for such change, one of us asked, “If we should get really concrete—what was it that set that frame? Do you remember what it was we did or said—very concretely?” The third officer responded, “Among one of the first things you did, you had brought our application template (Figure 4). We looked through it, but what is it actually saying here? That grounded it quite clearly—we had some kind of new understanding of what it is that we are asking for and how odd this actually is. When we met again after the summer, (...) it became a dialogue from point zero. Okay, we can remake it, we can do it in another way (...). Okay, we have been working like this, but we do not want to do that anymore.”

The reflections around the concrete funding application template also opened up for changes in worldviews among the regional officers. They shifted the understanding of their role from having to be bureaucrats evaluating development projects mainly through economic and goal-oriented measures to being responsible for establishing new practices, for example, by hosting events aimed at sharing experiences and knowledge, and supporting networks and mutual learning among librarians.

During Co-Lab II, first level issues also emerged in relation to concrete, factual issues. The need to document the projects and to account for the use of tax money clashed with the critique that the documenting process was dull and of little value to the local libraries. This clash prompted the emergence of a second level issue, with the focus shifting from the (taken-for-granted) written report as the only possible way of documenting to broadening the context of choices through the question, *How can other formats for documenting and sharing knowledge be developed?*

During the interview, to elaborate on Level 3 worldviews, one of us researchers further asked the question, *Have you changed your view of what it means to work strategically?* The second officer responded, “I clearly sense we have taken a step backwards, that we dare to let others do certain tasks. Previously, we kept control over all parts, both because we sensed that we were good at them (...) but maybe also because we were scared about what would happen if we let go of the control over them. (...) Maybe that is what we have done. We actually dared to let go and step back. (...) We moved forward, but in another way.”

The first officer continued, “I see, that the strategic role is continually to re-formulate the different frames. (...) I continually consider, *What is the frame for this library?* so they can play freely (...) for their own development. But I think it is needed to get assistance in setting frames, and that you can also do together. (...) Now, I spend a lot of my time on this in dialogue with the local libraries.”

This was also reflected in the framing of the event that we took part in, the Development Day, which contained several examples of Level Three learning issues that had occurred in the joint infrastructuring process. It was demonstrated both through the clear framing on learning and how libraries were discussed in ways that recognized their societal and political role.

Lastly, during the interview, the officers shared reflections and comments about their current position: “A lot has happened”; “We have reformed the funding system. (...) We have made a huge step in reforming and packaging it, and we got very good feedback on this. (...) and our status within the department has become higher”; “Our manager is defending us within the department”; “Our model has made us able to adapt to changes, for example, when a large national funding program was launched”; “Everyone wants to work with us”; and “It is clearer to the public libraries what they can do with us. They are now very happy with us, [and] it shows in the latest national evaluation.”
Finally, the officer involved in both Co-Labs summarized her experiences of the whole process: “The meetings and dialogues in our Co-Labs created a free space for us. Here, we have been able to let go of the everyday, reflect on our working practices, and test and develop new thoughts”.

**DISCUSSION**

The analysis of Co-Labs I and II highlight how all three communication and learning level issues are at play in infrastructuring. In the following, we further elaborate the argument for foregrounding learning—for change—in infrastructuring processes, and lastly, we summarize cores of how we practically designed and staged such a process.

**Learning for change in infrastructuring processes**

In several places throughout this article, we have deliberately placed (mutual) learning in parentheses. We also find this core PD concept extremely valuable, as it characterizes some of the learning at play in the case. Yet, the PD descriptions of mutual learning cannot fully describe the levels of learning which had emerged in the case. In other words, the learning in infrastructuring processes can go far beyond researchers/designers and users/stakeholders respectfully learning about each other’s fields and domains. Again, as framed by Star and Ruhleder, it is also a matter of supporting participants in learning about practical concrete issues (Level 1), learning about contextual issues (Level 2), and learning about different worldviews (Level 3) [39].

In Co-Lab I, participants learned, for example, about the different practical issues in everyday routines at the different local libraries (Level 1). They also learned that introducing and using co-designerly practices requires shifts in contexts and cultural aspects (Level 2) and worldviews (Level 3). In Co-Lab II, the regional officers learned about the limits of current project application and documentation procedures (Level 1) and how they are informed by specific bureaucratic worldviews (Level 3). They also understood the importance of fostering knowledge exchange across libraries and between libraries and the regional office and how this particular kind of learning requires specific formats and activities (Level 2). Overall, it shows how the participants engaged in learning and how their worldviews shifted through the processes. In addition, we have seen the shifts become concrete changes in practice, particularly from Co-Lab II. In this perspective, learning was the first step toward strategic organizational changes.

If we return to Star and Ruhleder’s description about how to tackle Third Level issues, they mention new requirements as well as new criteria for evaluation and reward systems. This is exactly what happened here, with the development of new formats of sharing experiences and with new requirements and evaluation systems focused on experimentation and learning between different actors. Further, Star and Ruhleder suggest that solutions include going beyond the local realm to deal with issues in the wider community. This can also be seen here, where the regional office developed a reformed library funding system with a new practice and culture which has resulted in positive evaluations and a higher status within Region Skåne and nationally.

Quite hands-on, in terms of assessing learning for change over time, we have looked for evidence of manifesting changes in practices. Main examples are shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence for learning manifested through changes in practice, as seen in the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New policy documents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regional Culture Plan for Skåne 2016–19(+20) and The Regional Library Plan 2017–20. Both incorporate new phrases emphasizing participation and design-oriented approaches such as “mutual learning”, “experimental”, and “knowledge sharing”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New templates/formats</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-design of the funding application template; new documentation formats (i.e., exhibitions to showcase insights from development projects during the Development Day, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New activities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New year-round possibility for easy application for the newly invented ‘Experiment track’; the new annual Development Day; new competence development courses for librarians in the region (i.e., about creating video and poetry-inspired documentation, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New roles of the regional officers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear mandate to initiate changes and rethink what strategy work entails; organizers of the concept of Development Days; communication of strategies (i.e., in new visual forms, as seen in Figure 6); new forms of dialogue with local libraries about development ‘frames’, among others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, the Development Day and the design-oriented phrases in the policy documents can be seen as manifestations of how new worldviews (Level 3) have influenced what strategy work can entail. The re-designed application template and the new “Experiment track” can likewise be seen as signs of an increased understanding of addressing contextual issues (Level 2). However, we note that, in practice, we should always be aware that the different levels of learning are intertwined in complex ways.

**How to design and stage for foregrounding learning in infrastructuring**

Finally, we come to the how? of foregrounding learning in infrastructuring processes. The previous methodology section outlines our overall stand and approach with Co-Labs. In the following, we list a few more takeaways in relation to foregrounding a focus on learning for change:

- The description and event-based structure of the co-lab format emphasizes how this process is essentially reflective and about learning, and not about focusing so much on designing new detailed solutions.

---

**Table 1. Overview of evidence examples of learning leading to a change in worldviews and practices in the library case.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence for learning manifested through changes in practice, as seen in the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New policy documents</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regional Culture Plan for Skåne 2016–19(+20) and The Regional Library Plan 2017–20. Both incorporate new phrases emphasizing participation and design-oriented approaches such as “mutual learning”, “experimental”, and “knowledge sharing”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New templates/formats</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-design of the funding application template; new documentation formats (i.e., exhibitions to showcase insights from development projects during the Development Day, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New activities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New year-round possibility for easy application for the newly invented ‘Experiment track’; the new annual Development Day; new competence development courses for librarians in the region (i.e., about creating video and poetry-inspired documentation, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New roles of the regional officers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear mandate to initiate changes and rethink what strategy work entails; organizers of the concept of Development Days; communication of strategies (i.e., in new visual forms, as seen in Figure 6); new forms of dialogue with local libraries about development ‘frames’, among others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• In terms of participants, in Co-Lab I, we emphasized that two people from each organization (Region Skåne and local libraries) should engage to be able to support each other. Further, we also favored the encounter between people across organizational contexts (librarians, managers and regional officers). We found it is key to involve people in decision-making positions and/or who have the possibility to drive change processes (like the regional strategic library team from Co-Lab II).

• As the case highlights and as it is commonly recognized within PD, we confirmed the importance of trust and mandate for infrastructuring processes to be able to lead to change. In terms of trust, two officers described this as collaboratively setting a “just right” “frame” of “safety and freedom”. In terms of mandate, especially in Co-Lab II, the participants sensed they had full management support, legitimacy, and empowerment, and thus, a mandate to change their own practices.

• To challenge participants’ taken-for-granted worldviews of process design, we read and talked about PD theories and methods.

• Inspired by our PD ethnographic roots, the process focused on details and stories from the participants’ local everyday practices and eventually their own experiments. Yet, when we met, the emphasis was on collaboratively relating and reflecting on them in relation to all three levels of learning (practical issues, contexts and cultural aspects and worldviews).

• We also focused on exposing some of the worldviews behind their current everyday practices by challenging their taken-for-granted, hands-on working materials and associated bureaucratic procedures. The focus was on practical issues such as the actual formatting of documents and the wording they contained (i.e., the application template).

• As researchers, we continually asked a variety of provoking questions aimed at gently pushing the participants to see their current practices in a ‘strangely familiar’ perspective [18], for example, “What do you actually consider (library) development to be?” (Level 3) and “What is your role in the gap between the strategic and operational levels?” (Level 2).

• When practically staging the co-lab events, initially, we, the PD researchers, mainly initiated the activities. Yet, in line with previous findings about infrastructuring [i.e., 20, 24, 37], we increasingly encouraged the participants to take the lead, both in terms of deciding on the focus and formats of collaboration [15], so it aligned with the challenges and openings for change evident in their everyday work practices.

• Lastly, more than a year after the co-lab events ended, we took part in some of their activities and organized a follow-up semi-structured interview/dialogue to collaboratively articulate traceable changes in their worldviews and practices.

In summary, to foreground learning, infrastructuring processes should be staged to collectively open and articulate issues and action on all three levels—facts and practical issues, contexts and cultural aspects, and values and worldviews—and learn about how they are interconnected. In particular, attention should be on the key role of worldviews (Level 3) in processes of learning for change in practice.

Finally, when taking a stand and pushing for changing worldviews and practices (in the public sector), it is also crucial, as PD researchers, to engage in a process of deep self-reflection—a process where we challenge our own worldviews and taken-for-granted assumptions (i.e., understandings of mutual learning) and allow multiple worldviews to become articulated side by side.

CONCLUSIONS

With a review of current understandings of mutual learning and infrastructuring in PD as our starting point, we propose to foreground learning in PD infrastructuring processes. Also, to advance understandings, we use and suggest Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) framework of three levels of communication and learning issues in infrastructure development. This helps reveal and elaborate learning in infrastructuring processes aimed at fostering change in worldviews and practices (in the public sector). In short, we claim that foregrounding learning in infrastructuring process is needed to change worldviews and practices. These claims are based on findings from an infrastructuring process about future library practices that involve people and working materials intertwining in operational, strategic and policy-making work in the (regional) public sector in Sweden. A focus on learning allows one to articulate the relationship between practical issues, context and cultural aspects, and worldviews and to favour strategic change toward more participatory, co-designerly, experimental and learning-centred worldviews and practices.
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